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Clarification
 This presentation is a brain storm and not a criticism
 Evidences of NZBED meetings and reports are used to backup the discussions
 Examples of NZDE Electrical strand are used to explain the concepts but some findings

can be extended to other strands as well
 This presentation follows my previous presentations:

o Momen Bahadornejad, “A Comparison Between Moderations in NZDE & BEngTech”. In 2020 Joint NZDE/
BEngTech Forum, Hamilton, New Zealand

o Momen Bahadornejad, “What? Why? How? (WWH): A Simple Teaching Model for Engineering Courses”.
In 2018 Joint NZDE/ BEngTech Forum, Wellington, New Zealand

o Momen Bahadornejad, “Is NZDE Programme Sufficient for Smart Grid Training?” In 2017 Joint NZDE/
BEngTech Forum, Wellington, New Zealand

 The content of the national exams is not the subject of this presentation
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Introduction
 The pass rate in NZDE first-year modules with national exams is lower than

the other courses in the programme
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Introduction
 The pass rate in NZDE first-year modules with national exams is lower than

the other courses in the programme
 Main barrier appears to be the national exam where a minimum mark of

40% is required to pass, regardless of the student’s internal coursework
mark

 ITPs have tried different strategies to address the problem however it still
remains as a nightmare for the students and a limiting factor for the
providers

 In this presentation:
a) The reasons why students struggle in the national exams are discussed
b) The issues arising for the providers and the programme are highlighted

A new model for the national assessment is then introduced to overcome the issues 
while the quality of the programme is assured and all stockholders are also satisfied  
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Introduction
In this presentation:

a) The reasons why students struggle in the national exams are
briefly discussed

b) The issues arising for the providers and the programme are
highlighted

c) A new model for the national assessment is introduced to
overcome the issues while the quality of the programme is
assured and all parties are also satisfied
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Students Are Struggling: Why?
 First Semester Courses
o There is no other tertiary programme

with first semester national exam
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Impact on the providers and the programme 
 Students lack of concentration on learning
 Low pass rate
 Low retention rate
 Decline in the students numbers 

NZBED annual report 2018 14



Impact on the providers and the programme 
 Students lack of concentration on learning
 Low pass rate
 Low retention rate
 Decline in the students numbers
 Graduates employment issues
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Graduate Destinations Year Graduated
2018 2019 2020

Qualification match with Job Requirement 75% 46% 71%
Qualification Value (worth the investment) 41% 75% 58%

How well do graduate destinations match the intended employment 
pathways listed in the programme document?

Feedback from graduates



How to overcome the issues?
 Replace all National Exams with a single Graduate Attribute based

Capstone Assessment at the end

 Modify and improve the National Moderation to ensure the quality
o Like a randomly chosen paper in every strand every semester

 Revise the programme to align the first semester courses with the
requirements of each strand
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How to overcome the issues?
 Replace all National Exams with a single Graduate Attribute based

Capstone Assessment at the end

 Modify and improve the National Moderation to ensure the quality
o Like a randomly chosen paper in every strand every semester

 Revise the programme to align the first semester courses with the
requirements of each strand

DE4101 (Electrical)
Electrical Engineering Fundamentals
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o Engineering is the application of Physics & Mathematics

PHYSICS
MECHANICS             ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM QUANTUM

o MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
o CIVIL ENGINEERING
o AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING

CHEMISTRY

CHEMICAL 
ENGINEERING

BIOLOGY

BIOMEDICAL 
ENGINEERING

MATHEMATICS

(Applied not Pure)

(Applied not Pure)

Bahadornejad, M. (2018). What? Why? How? (WWH): A Simple Teaching Model for Engineering Courses.
2018 Joint NZDE/ BEngTech Forum, Wellington, New Zealand.



How to overcome the issues?
 Replace all National Exams with a single Graduate Attribute based

Capstone Assessment at the end

 Modify and improve the National Moderation to ensure the quality
o Like a randomly chosen paper in every strand every semester

 Revise the programme to align the first semester courses with the
requirements of each strand

DE4101 (Electrical)
Electrical Engineering Fundamentals

DE4102
Revise the syllabus

DE4401
Move to semester 2
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Conclusions and Suggestions
 Students are struggling with the national exams

 The course content is not suitable for the relevant strand

 The timing mismatch in the courses is creating problems

 The future of NZDE in the current format is not promising and certain
changes are required

 Suggestions:
o Different first-semester papers to be introduced for different strands
o Relocating the papers and putting them in a rational order
o The national moderation programme to be modified to ensure the quality
o National exams to be replaced with a single graduate attribute based capstone assessment
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